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THROUGH THE CRACKS OF SOCIALISM: 
THE EMERGING PRIVATE SECTOR IN CUBA

Ana Julia Jatar-Hausmann

The free market reforms that Cuba undertook in the
wake of the collapse of the Soviet Union have pro-
pelled the country into uncharted waters as it impro-
vises to find solutions to its economic crisis. The
harsh realities of a world without the massive Soviet
aid on which Cuba had become so dependent forced
the government to tolerate considerable reductions in
the state’s control of the economy. 

However, the market reforms of the 1990s are not
the first free market experiments that Cuba has con-
ducted to try to alleviate the problems that its highly
centralized socialist economic model generates. The
island has flirted with capitalist concessions since the
revolution and has seemed to alternately embrace
and reject limited economic openings throughout the
socialist period. The desire to spur employment and
provide for Cuban consumers has run into conflict
with Fidel Castro’s devotion to socialist ideals and his
need to prevent an entrepreneurial class from chal-
lenging his political hegemony. A perennial, politi-
cally charged balancing act between the drive for effi-
ciency and adherence to socialist principles has been
the result.

This paper describes the reforms, it attempts to un-
derstand their logic, and evaluates their impact. The
main conclusion is, that in contrast with the liberal-
izations of 1985, the current reforms are here to stay.

PRIOR REFORMS: PLAYING WITH 
CAPITALISM FOR A WHILE
An examination of earlier Cuban reforms reveals that
they foreshadow the 1990s reforms. Free peasant

markets, the legalization of certain kinds of private
enterprise, and the liberalization of real estate sales
are examples of recent Cuban reforms that had been
instituted in years past, then backed away from, for
various ideological and practical reasons. These ante-
cedents can be seen as part of a cycle in which re-
forms are tolerated until, perhaps inevitably, they
produce results that are anathema to socialist ideals.
When income inequality, corruption, and profiteer-
ing reared their heads in Cuba in the mid-1980s, the
Rectification Process was initiated and capitalist
openings, such as the peasant markets, were closed
down. Cuba has certainly witnessed greater changes
in recent years than those which brought about the
Rectification Process, and those changes have chal-
lenged some of the basic tenets of Cuban socialism.
Furthermore, Castro is firmly in control and remains
a committed socialist. Will the pendulum swing back
toward a more thoroughgoing socialism? How do the
current reforms compare with earlier ones?

Prior Reforms in the Agricultural Sector

Since the 1959 revolution in Cuba, the agricultural
sector has been at the forefront of most economic ac-
tivity not entirely dictated by the socialist model. In-
deed, private farms have existed throughout the his-
tory of modern Cuba. The 1959 Agrarian Reform
Law created private farms; many of the farmers who
received land were sharecroppers and tenant farmers
before the revolution. These farms number about
102,000 and range in size from 20 to 60 hectares.
Until 1980, the private farmers sold their products to
the government, which controlled the distribution,
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wholesale and retail of the goods. In 1986, approxi-
mately seven percent of arable land in Cuba was in
private hands, 13 percent was owned by cooperatives
and 80 percent was owned by the government. The
private farms have had consistently higher productiv-
ity rates than the government-run farms, despite the
fact that they generally have less access to fertilizers
and machinery. 

By 1980, Cuba’s centralized system had produced
bottlenecks and inefficiencies that hurt the agricul-
tural sector’s ability to meet production goals. Some
of the shortcomings of the planning system, the
Sistema de Dirección y Planificación de la Economía
(SDPE), were obvious to Cuban officials. Modeled
after Soviet planning systems and intended to im-
prove efficiency through the introduction of an eco-
nomic accounting system and certain profitability in-
centives, the SDPE was hampered in this effort by
centrally fixed, static prices, which did not allow op-
timal resource allocation or production choices. In-
put shortages had become rampant and were aggra-
vated by enterprises’ hoarding in response to
uncertain supply.

Cuban agriculture had suffered under the rigidities of
the SDPE, and authorities turned to further decen-
tralization to redress the problems. To alleviate food
shortages, the government legalized free farmers mar-
kets, or mercados libres campesinos (MLCs), through
Decree 66 approved by the Council of Ministers in
the spring of 1980. By the mid-1980s, 250 such
MLCs had been established. Private farmers were
permitted to sell their products at the MLCs at free
prices, provided they first met quotas for sales to the
government. The MLCs undercut the black market
and alleviated some shortages. Cubans flocked to the
markets and enjoyed the greater variety that they of-
fered, though complaints of high prices were com-
mon. Meats such as chicken, rabbit and lamb (beef
was still controlled by a state monopoly) and vegeta-
bles and fruit became more readily available to Cu-
ban consumers almost overnight.

The government had hoped to improve the produc-
tivity of state-run farms and thereby be able to sell at
lower prices than the private farmers if their prices
climbed too high. The private Cuban farmers, how-

ever, proved to be adept at working this small capital-
ist opening to their advantage; they closely moni-
tored what the state stores were offering and then
brought to the free markets goods they knew were
not available from the government. The ensuing sell-
ers’ market drove prices up and led to allegations of
widespread corruption. In 1982 government investi-
gators cracked down on the markets, arresting 165
people for “irregularities,” including involvement of
middlemen in the markets and the sale of products
stolen from the government. The Cuban Domestic
Commerce Minister at the time, Manuel Vila Sosa,
claimed that 60 percent of the goods sold at the
MLCs had been stolen from the government. After
the crackdown, government controls were imposed
on the peasant markets, including a 20 percent sales
tax and a progressive income tax ranging from five to
20 percent. Despite the stricter controls, the markets
continued to thrive.

Prior Self-Employment Reforms

Free market reforms affected other sectors of the
economy as well in this period. In 1978, limited self-
employment was first allowed by the state. Certain
professionals such as carpenters, plumbers, electri-
cians and artisans were allowed to work privately,
provided they had fulfilled their time commitment to
the state first. Those who were able to buy a state li-
cense could essentially go into business for them-
selves. They charged whatever rate they could get,
and payment was often made in kind with goods
such as chickens or vegetables. They were not al-
lowed to hire any staff, but they could form business
alliances with colleagues.

The 1978 legalization of self-employment was con-
sidered an attempt to control what had been occur-
ring for quite some time. Artisans and handymen
had seemingly always worked outside of the state ap-
paratus, risking detention by the authorities as they
attempted to improve their standard of living. Even
after the 1978 reforms such work was a potentially
dangerous proposition. The state strictly controlled
the number of licenses issued for private work, and
crackdowns such as the trial of a score of artisans in a
public square in Santiago de Cuba in June of 1985
for selling jewelry without a license, were common.
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The government instituted other changes that
brought a degree of flexibility to the economic sys-
tem. In 1979, “resource fairs” were embraced as a
way to deal with the growing stocks of unused inputs
within enterprises. The state allowed enterprises to
trade directly with each other as a way to overcome
inefficiencies and errors committed by the State
Committee on Technical-Material Supplies, the cen-
tral organization for resource allocation. In 1980, 40
million pesos of inputs were traded at the fairs. 

Incentives on Wages
Some initiatives date back to the earliest days of Cu-
ba’s socialist history. Even in the 1960s under Minis-
ter of Industry Ernesto “Che” Guevara, a committed
Marxist, workers were paid 0.5 percent of their wage
for every 1 percent of overproduction achieved. Cas-
tro himself held forth on the need to achieve a bal-
ance between material and moral incentives in the
workplace when he declared: “Material incentives
must be used together with moral incentives, without
abusing one or the other, because the latter would
lead us to idealism while the former would develop
individual selfishness.” 

The record of wage incentives in Cuba reflects the
general pattern that capitalist reforms have followed
in the country: they were adopted, then disavowed
when it was determined that they were undermining
socialist ideals, then adopted again when economic
realities demanded it. In 1967, authorities believed
that a communist consciousness had been gained
which obviated the need for wage incentives, and in-
centives were abandoned. The resulting fall in pro-
ductivity and standards of living produced another
reversal; in 1973, wage incentives were reinstated.

The position of wage incentives in the functioning of
the Cuban economy was codified with the General
Wage Reform of 1980. The Reform raised the aver-
age wage by 4.5 percent and firmly established the
connection between wages earned and the quantity
and quality of work done by individuals. Prices of
certain products which had been frozen since 1962,
despite rising input costs, were raised. The results of

the Reform were drastic; labor productivity leaped 10
percent in 1981. In a speech in July, 1981, Castro
claimed that the Reform had increased industrial
production by 14 percent, that food production had
risen 10 percent, construction was up 19 percent,
and investment had increased 16 percent.1

Prior Investment Reform
Another significant development in Cuba that antici-
pated the market reforms of the 1990s was the pas-
sage of decree-law 50 in 1982. This law permits for-
eigners to own up to 49 percent of local businesses,
to control labor, pricing and production policies, and
to repatriate profits. The law was structured to com-
pel international investors to bear more risk than
would be the case if finance capital were invested.
Negotiations for some investment projects with Ca-
nadian and West European companies were initiated
after decree-law 50 came into effect, but pressure
from the Reagan administration on potential inves-
tors limited the benefits of the law. Decree-law 50
was the base upon which the current foreign invest-
ment environment was created; in 1992 it was ex-
panded and became a cornerstone of Cuban econom-
ic policy.

Other noteworthy liberalizations were effected dur-
ing this period as well. In 1984, Cubans who rented
apartments from the government—the majority
were city-dwellers—were allowed to own them; rent
payments were converted into mortgage payments.
Furthermore, individuals could sell housing to pri-
vate citizens for the first time, and the construction
of private homes was legalized. Construction materi-
als became easier to obtain, and a housing and con-
struction boom ensued.

The Reversal of Reforms and the Return to 
Socialist Ideology
By 1986, these reforms had generated considerable
tensions in Cuban politics and society. The MLCs
and the liberalized construction materials market, for
example, diverted valuable resources from state to
private uses. The specter of the much-hated “middle-
man” had arisen in the MLCs, persons who would

1. The Washington Post (October 5, 1981).
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exploit the free farmers’ lack of transport by buying
produce cheaply in the countryside, then bring the
goods to the cities to sell at a hefty profit. Income dif-
ferentials were becoming more obvious to Cuban cit-
izens, as truck drivers typically made many times
more than what physicians were earning. Housing
law reforms unleashed a speculative boom in real es-
tate, and prices shot up. Government officials were
concerned about the negative effects the reforms
might have on the people’s socialist fervor as well as
the undue influence that might be gained by the ben-
eficiaries of reform. At the same time, however, the
government fully realized the positive economic im-
pact of liberalization. Indeed, the need for further de-
centralization had been described in various govern-
ment documents and speeches in the months
preceding the 1986 Third Congress of the Cuban
Communist Party, particularly at the 1985 Fourth
Plenary session.

The Third Party Congress was the scene of vigorous
discussions over the direction that the economy
should take. The role of material incentives in a so-
cialist system was once again the subject of fierce de-
bate in Cuba. Economic realities precipitated a turn
toward a more orthodox brand of socialism. In 1986,
a 2 percent growth rate, low sugar prices, and several
years of drought combined to deplete Cuba’s hard
currency earnings by almost 50 percent, or $600 mil-
lion. Cuba’s failure to secure a new $300 million
loan at the Paris Club meetings that summer exacer-
bated the crisis and produced a serious shortage of
imported inputs, which in turn greatly reduced out-
puts in the economy. Material incentives were weak-
ened by a lack of goods to spend money on. The lack
of foreign exchange stalled the impetus for further
changes as the government tried to marshal all the re-
sources it could, to complete several long term invest-
ment projects. The result was a period of renewed so-
cialism and a rejection of many of the capitalistic
openings of the late 1970s and early 1980s known as
the Rectification Process.

There was clearly a political and ideological element
in the government’s turnabout as well. Corruption
had infected all levels of the bureaucracy to some ex-
tent. A political purge which saw some of the veter-
ans of the revolution ousted was initiated simulta-
neous with Rectification. Volunteerism was revived
with the resurrection of the “micro-brigades” of un-
employed and temporarily laid off workers, originally
a Guevara innovation. Castro, who visited North
Korea in 1986 and was impressed by that country’s
hard line Communism, adopted a more virulent
anti-capitalist tone, reminiscent of the early days of
the revolutionary period.

Decrying what he called the “thousands of wheeler-
dealers who cheat, sell and steal,” Castro summarily
closed the MCLs on May 15, 1986. At a meeting of
4,000 representatives of Cuba’s farm cooperatives
two days before the announcement of the shutdown,
Castro anticipated this most significant step in the
rectification: “Our fight against these neo-capitalists
that have arisen will not be limited to the elimination
of the free farmers’ markets: we are going to fight
against these tendencies and manifestations on all
fronts and in all places,” he stated at the time. “In the
search for economic efficiency, we have created a cul-
ture for a heap of evils and deformation and what is
worse, corruption....it is a moral question, one of
principle and dignity not to enter into that commer-
cialism and that speculation,” he told the coop farm-
ers. The six year experiment in free enterprise had
grown to be a serious irritant for the regime, which
was willing to sacrifice the $83 million worth of pro-
duce that the MLCs sold to the public annually. Fur-
thermore, the sudden removal of private forms of
transportation worsened food scarcity and led to
food wastage of up to 35 percent of certain crops.2

Other free market openings were abandoned as well.
The 1984 housing law was amended to give more
control to the state and halt the speculation and cor-
ruption that had arisen. The regime decreed that all
housing sales must be approved by a state agency that
would regulate prices. The government began again

2. Reuters (June 6, 1986).
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to exercise its legal right to buy all housing for sale on
the market.

Also in 1986, Castro labeled the thousands of self-
employed Cubans “corrupt parasites” on the public
sector and curbed their activities with tighter regula-
tions. In an effort to gain greater control over re-
sources, the government imposed a system in which
taxi drivers, artisans, and street vendors and private
service workers such as plumbers and electricians had
to obtain all materials via a state-issued certificate.
The number of private wage workers and workers for
their own account fell from 52,100 in 1985 to
43,200 in 1987. In monetary terms, private non-
farm incomes fell from 102.5 million pesos to 67.8
million pesos in the same period. During the Rectifi-
cation Period, wage incentives for the population as a
whole were also scaled back.

The Return to Market Oriented Reforms
We have seen many of the free market reforms of the
1978-1985 period adopted once again in the 1990s.
MLCs have been reinstated, private enterprises and
occupations have been legalized to an unprecedented
extent, foreign investment is being actively courted.
Accompanying these changes are the conditions that
prompted the abandonment of free market reforms
in 1986. Inequalities are even more drastic today be-
cause Cubans are allowed to hold dollars and a dual
economy has resulted. Those Cubans with jobs in the
tourism sector or with well-off relatives in the United
States typically live far better than physicians, scien-
tists and others who have been most loyal to the re-
gime, a situation that spawns deep resentments. A
new generation of Cubans that missed the heady ear-
ly days of the revolution and is witnessing increasing
inequality, has begun to press for change, as have
other sectors of an emerging civil society. According
to the formula that has established itself, the time is
ripe for a backlash against these market oriented ten-
dencies.

Our main thesis in this paper is that some key differ-
ences between the Cuba of 1986 and that of 1996
preclude any such reversal today. In the 1980s, eco-
nomic openings were attempts to ameliorate the sys-
temic scarcity, inefficient investments, and wide-
spread waste that typically plague centrally planned

economies. Cuban officials experimented with the
reforms, but even the MLCs never had a major im-
pact on the workings of the economy. Cuba was ex-
periencing the end of a period of relative prosperity
in 1986 and was still securely dependent on heavily
subsidized trade with the Soviet Union.

In the 1990s, however, the collapse of Soviet Union
has altered the playing field dramatically. Free mar-
ket reform, once a tentative experiment, is now Cu-
ba’s lifeline. Cuba is attempting to fill the gaping
hole left by the removal of Soviet patronage with for-
eign investment and tourism, and reforms are neces-
sary to develop these sectors and assure an influx of
foreign exchange. Further, material incentives are
more effective as previously unavailable goods can
now be purchased at dollar stores. Without a gener-
ous and forgiving sponsor, Cuba has no choice but to
become more efficient and insert itself into the inter-
national system in order to survive. This requires
economic reforms, from which there is no turning
back.

THE 1989 CRISIS AND THE INITIAL 
ADJUSTMENT
Driven more by external reality than any internal
conviction, Cuban policy makers have been intro-
ducing market reforms since 1989 in order to adjust
to major changes in external trade relations. One of
the most controversial results of these changes has
been the emergence of the small Cuban entrepre-
neur, the capitalist expression of a socialist defeat. Al-
ready fighting for survival after three years of contin-
uous growth and expansion, this small private sector
is currently targeted by the tax authorities and fol-
lowed with suspicion by the communist party lead-
ers. Nevertheless, in spite of some conflicting signals
received from the government—reflecting the con-
tradictions of the current system—we will argue that
the Cuban entrepreneur, this time around, is here to
stay.

Since the economic transformation began seven years
ago, the Cuban government has been opening differ-
ent sectors of the economy, previously under its con-
trol, for private investment. The development of a
strong private sector—foreign and local—is vital to
achieving sustained growth in Cuba. Nevertheless,
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for a society that praises equality and takes pride in
its socialist achievements, this is a formidable chal-
lenge indeed. As Carlos Lage, a principal architect of
the reforms, stated in 1993,

We are not an economy in transition, nor are our

people or our party in transition towards capitalism.
We will make the changes that are necessary but we
will never make a single concession.

Since the downfall of communism in the former So-
viet Union in 1989 and until 1993, the Cuban econ-
omy went through a major contraction. The cut off
of the Soviet aid and the collapse of the commercial
arrangements within the socialist bloc—which had
accounted for 80 percent Cuba’s trade—had a dev-
astating impact in the economy of the island. The
Soviet Bloc provided Cuba with 95 percent of its
needs on fuels and lubricants, 80 percent of the ma-
chinery and equipment and 63 percent of the food-
stuffs. Cuba on the other hand, placed in those
markets—usually through barter agreements—63
percent of its sugar, 73 percent of the nickel pro-
duced and 95 percent of the citrus fruits.3

As a consequence, exports plunged from $5.4 billion
in 1989 to $1.7 billion in 1993 due mainly to the
collapse in sugar production, which fell from 8 mil-
lion tons in 1989 to 4 million tons in 1993 and 3.3
million tons in 1995.4 GDP fell over 40 percent dur-
ing the same period. Imports were brought down
from $8.1 billion in 1989 to $2.2 billion and the
trade deficit was kept low, in line with the meager ex-
ternal financing.

Though they decided to make the necessary changes
to face the crisis, Cuban policy makers expressed that

3. Banco Nacional de Cuba, Economic Report 1994, p. 2.

4. This shock was partly the result of the elimination of price subsidies on sugar and nickel by the former Soviet Union. Total Soviet
subsidies to Cuba averaged US$2100 million per year during the 1960-1990 period. Also the collapse of sugar production was caused
by the lack of access to imported inputs and the break-up of large, capital-intensive state farms into smaller labor-intensive cooperatives.

they will maintain the socialist orientation of the sys-
tem.

In summary, the reforms would permit the transition
from a classical model of socialism to another kind of
socialism ... which would require to give to the mar-
ket an active role, neither exclusive nor dominant in
the allocation of resources and in the economy as a
whole.5

We will have to improve and perfect socialism, make
it efficient but not to destroy it. The illusion that cap-
italism is going to solve our problems is an absurd and
crazy chimera for which the masses will pay dearly.
This is another reason why, not only because social-
ism is more just, more honorable, and more human
in every sense, but because is the only system that
would provide us with the resources to keep our social
conquests.6

Cuba is a socialist regime. This is an important
premise to understand the particular speed and se-
quencing of the reforms that the government under-
takes and which are usually introduced with great
caution. Policy makers are particularly careful not to
alter the already fragile social equilibrium between
those working in the emerging private sector and the
those trapped in the lethargic peso economy. Viewed
from outside changes seem structurally insufficient,
but for Cubans, on the contrary, the transformations
are perceived as dramatic. They proudly announce
their reluctance to “follow other models.” They see
reforms in the former Soviet Union as a tragic disap-
pointment while Latin-American reforms are dis-

missed with the following view:

The neo-liberal model adopted in Latin America
characterized by price liberalization, the reduction of

5. Julio Carranza, Luis Gutiérrez, and Pedro Monreal, Cuba: La Restructuración de la Economía (La Habana: Editorial de Ciencias So-
ciales, 1995), p. 10.

6. Fidel Castro, speech at the National Assembly (December 28, 1993).
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real wages and welfare programs was never consulted
with the people and increased dramatically the al-
ready terrifying levels of inequality in those coun-
tries.7

Insufficient or dramatic, the government usually
ends up enacting too-little-too-late changes, generat-
ing further imbalances which in turn lead to more re-
forms. In the face of the massive contraction of ex-
port revenues, the Cuban government relied on a set
of measures designed to mitigate the social impact of
the adjustment. These measures have generated im-
portant economic disequilibria, which at the same
time are promoting further reforms.

The adjustment through foreign exchange rationing
instead of devaluation is generating important ineffi-
ciencies. In market economies, an adjustment to an
external shock of this magnitude would have re-
quired a massive devaluation to reduce the demand
for imports and increase the profitability of export
and import-competing sectors, so as to efficiently re-
turn to external balance. Such real devaluations
would require a lower real wage, an unpopular deci-
sion opposed by the National Assembly and the gov-
ernment. This was made clear by the Finance Minis-
ter in a public speech:

Taking into account the positive experiences from
other countries like China and Vietnam, we avoided a
sudden currency devaluation. This would have added
terrible (social) consequences to the already difficult
economic crisis faced by the country.8

Thus, as a centrally planned economy, Cuba reacted
to the sudden shortage of foreign exchange not by

7. Osvaldo Martínez, Representative from Sagua de Tánamo to the National Assembly, National Assembly Debates, Granma (Decem-
ber 29, 1993).

8. José Luis Rodríguez, Minister of Finance, at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland (February 1996).

devaluing, but by rationing foreign exchange and ad-
ministratively distributing dollars to different sectors.

In spite of the objectives of the Cuban government,
the use of this arbitrary process as a substitute for de-
valuation has generated serious inefficiencies and
Cuba is paying their cost. On the one hand, since
products are neither more expensive nor more
profitable—as would have happened with
devaluation—shortages develop as output contracts
and demand grows at the set low prices. In other
words, the system does not generate the price incen-
tives to produce or save dollars. Imports are extreme-
ly cheap at the distorted official exchange rate of 1
peso per 1 US dollar.

Also, the serious efforts oriented to attract foreign
private capital in the tourist sector increased the cir-
culation of dollars in the economy and the prolifera-
tion of the black market for goods. Further, the orig-
inal intention of opening tourism alone to foreign
investment was soon defeated by reality. When im-
portant export sectors like nickel, tobacco, citrus and
biotechnology were lagging behind due to technolog-
ical obsolescence and lack of hard currency to buy in-
puts, the government opened up these sectors to for-
eign investment as well. Only sugar, the traditional
source for foreign exchange in Cuba, remained
closed to direct foreign investment. Nevertheless,
since it continued to perform poorly—in the 1994-
1995 harvest, sugar production plunged to 3.3 mil-
lion tons, the worst performance in the country’s
modern history—Cubans had to leave behind mis-

Table 1. Fiscal and Monetary Data (in millions of pesos)

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
Fiscal Income 12486 14601 9175 11362 9556 11913 11482
Fiscal Expenditure 13886 16706 12332 16162 14567 13528 12682
Fiscal Deficit -1400 -2105 -3157 -4800 -5051 -1617 -1200
Fiscal Deficit as a % of GDP 7.2 10.5 26.8 34.8 40.0 12.0 9.3
Sources: CEPAL, Cuba: Evolución Económica durante 1994; U.S. Trade and Economic Council; Ariel Terrero, “Tendencias de un ajuste,” Bohemia
(October 26, 1994); Banco Nacional de Cuba, Economic Report 1994; Cuban state budget for 1996.
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conceived notions of nationalism and accept private
investment in sugar.9

Given the government reluctance to devalue, Cubans
were left with more purchasing power—measured at
the official prices—than the actual supply of goods
which they had available. This led to greater ration-
ing and higher black market prices for goods. Also
insufficient adjustment led to a fiscal deficit that
reached 40 percent of GDP in 1993.

The government could not stop spending, while ex-
ports, the economy, and fiscal revenues were collaps-
ing. Given the absence of external financing and of
internal capital markets, the government had very lit-
tle choice but to cover the deficit by printing money.
As a consequence, the economy was flooded with li-
quidity. The number of pesos in circulation in-
creased from 5 billion in 1990 to 11.4 billion in
1994.

In a market economy, excess liquidity creates infla-
tion. In a centrally planned economy the effects are
different. Since official prices do not change and peo-
ple have more money to spend than products to buy,
huge shortages and black markets develop. By the
end of 1993 the official exchange rate was 1 peso per
U.S. dollar, while it reached 150 pesos per dollar in
the black market.

In 1993, the government finally realized that the so-
lution to the crisis was not to be found in cosmetic
changes made at the periphery of the system. In con-
trast, it would require profound revisions of the so-
cialist order and also of its incentive structure. Since
then, a sequence of reforms has characterized the pe-
riod from 1993 to date. Among others, the legaliza-
tion of hard currency, the creation of agricultural co-
operatives, the introduction of monetary incentives
to increase labor productivity, the opening of free
markets for farmers and artisans, the legalization of
the creation of foreign firms with 100 percent foreign
capital, the authorization of free zones; and the liber-

9. In order to make these changes and private investment legally possible, Cuba’s National Assembly passed in 1992 a number of
amendments to the 1976 Constitution providing the legal basis for transferring state property to joint ventures with foreign partners.
They also abolished the State monopoly on foreign trade and relaxed the concept of central planning by changing the concept of one
plan (plan único) to that which “guarantees the programmed development of the country.”

alization of 157 economic activities to be performed
by self-employed workers, are some of the expression
of the revision that the government of Cuba has
made at all levels. 

THE TURNAROUND AND THE 1993-1996 
REFORMS

The Cuban economy is recovering. After suffering a
40 percent decline in GDP over four years (1989-
1993), it touched bottom in 1993 and has been recu-
perating ever since. After timid growth of 0.7 percent
in 1994 and 2.5 percent in 1995, the prospects for
this year are more ambitious after the announced 9.7
percent growth for the first semester of 1996.

According to the 1994 ECLAC report, 18 industrial
sectors grew during the 1993-94 period. For the first
time, tourism displaced sugar as the principal source
of foreign exchange, providing US $800 million in
1994, which represented 35 percent of Cuba’s total
hard currency revenue. Evidently the economy has
adjusted to a lower level of activity. GDP stopped
contracting in 1994 thanks to the expansion in new
activities such as tourism, mining, oil, and non-sugar
manufacturing. Foreign investment in these new ac-
tivities has also been growing. For 1996, due to im-
portant growth in all sectors of the economy—
including traditional ones such as sugar and nickel,
which were until now holding back the GDP
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rebound—predictions are for an estimated 7 percent
increase in GDP for the year. 

The sugar harvest of 1996 is only one of the many
good examples of hard currency salary incentives in-
creasing labor productivity.10 Around 400,000
workers in the sugar industry alone receive dollar in-
centives for meeting or exceeding their work quotas.
According to official estimates, around one million
workers, 25 percent of the labor force, is now receiv-

ing some form of payment in dollars.

Another good sign in the economy has been the re-
covery of the peso. After reaching 150 pesos per dol-
lar in 1993, it began to fall until December 1995,
when it stabilized at 22 per dollar. In spite of that im-
portant recovery, the situation is still far from stable.
The huge distortions generated by the differences be-
tween the official and the unofficial rates are respon-
sible for significant inefficiencies in the allocation of
resources. For example, since income in dollars repre-
sents 22 times more purchasing power than income
in pesos, there has been a mass exodus of university

10. To buy fertilizers and spare parts, the government borrowed about US$200 million at interest rates between 15 and 18 percent. At
current international sugar prices, the harvest had to be at least 4 million tons to break even. The official figure for sugar production of
4.5 million tons (33 percent higher than last year) guarantees important growth rates for this year.

a. For the first semester 1996

b. Copper, gas and zeolite.

professionals to less skilled activities that provide dol-
lar remuneration.

In evaluating the adjustment and partial recovery of
the Cuban economy after 1994, some important is-
sues must be kept in mind in order to assess the real
dimensions of the efforts ahead. The economy has
experienced a dramatic contraction in a very short
period of time, and growth rates, though high in
some sectors, will not necessarily produce a rapid re-
covery. For example:

• In order to recover the standard of living of the
average Cuban in 1988, the economy will have
to grow for eight years in a row at a rate of seven
percent.

• To substitute the foreign exchange earnings from
sugar and nickel that Cuba had in the 1980s,
tourism would have to grow from one million to
about three million tourists per year. Over one
billion dollars more in foreign investment would
be needed to boost tourism to those levels.

Hence, while the economy has stopped contracting,
it has done so at a very decreased level of income
which will take a long time to reverse.

Nevertheless, the economy has reacted with a dyna-
mism that shows no signs of fatigue yet. New reforms
have been announced in an attempt to solve the in-
creasing contradictions between the new, market-ori-

Table 2. Percentage Growth Rate in 
Selected Sectors

Sectors 1993 1994 1995 1996 a

Traditional

Sugar -40.1 -4.8 n.a. 33.6

Nickel -32.9 -9.6 n.a. 31.0

Non-traditional

Tourism 25.3 15.2 n.a. n.a.

Non-sugar 
manufactures

9.2 n.a. 10.0

Construction 8.1 n.a. 30.0

Oil 22.2 18.2 n.a. 46.0

Miningb 10.2 n.a. n.a.

Source: CEPAL, Cuba: Evolución Económica durante 1994; Informe
Económico, Primer Semestre 1996, Ministerio de Economía y Finanzas.
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ented sectors of the economy and the controlled,
centrally planned, socialist economy. In other words,
the system has developed a dynamic of its own,
which has been forcing the government to make
more changes than originally planned. We believe
that those changes will bring more economic free-
dom and with it, undesirable inequality. In this con-
text, the Cuban government will be increasingly ex-
posed to political challenge arising from social
tensions. The following are some examples of how
this scenario is developing. 

Legalization of Hard Currency: The Solution for 
the Expanding Black Market

As consequences of the reforms to attract tourism
and foreign investment, the dollar economy began to
expand and black market activities boomed. Since il-
legal transactions in dollars became common practice
among Cubans, the government had no choice but
to legalize dollar holdings. On July 26th, 1993, Fidel
Castro made the following historic statement: “today
life, reality ... forces us to do what we would have
never done otherwise. ...we must make concessions.”
Among others, he made the following announce-
ments: 1) Cubans would be permitted to have for-
eign currency and to spend it in special stores; 2) the
government would introduce a national currency
which would be convertible (this commitment was
made effective in December 1994); 3) bank accounts
in dollars would become legal; and 4) Cubans could
pay for the services of other Cubans in dollars. The
objectives of these measures were to eliminate the
hard currency black market and to stimulate dollar
remittances from families abroad.11 Different sources
estimate dollar remittances from Cubans in exile to
be in the vicinity of US$500 million annually, de-
spite the controls imposed by the U.S. government.

The reforms have resulted in important inequalities
between those who have access to dollars and those
who only have pesos. There are two Cubas, drifting
apart; they live different lives and hope for different
things. Nevertheless, the good news is that the num-

11. In August 1994, the U.S. Government prohibited dollar remittances to Cuba in response to increases in illegal immigration.

ber of Cubans participating in the dollar economy
has been constantly growing since the legalization of
hard currency. Subsequent reforms designed to ex-
pand the dollar economy, such as authorizing farm-
ers and self-employed to charge in dollars or pesos,
are the principal causes of the increase. According to
a government survey, the amount of foreign currency
in the hands of the population is increasing substan-
tially. 

Foreign Investment: A New Source of Dollars and 
Technology After the Breakup of the Soviet 
Union
Before 1989, it was the Soviet Union who provided
Cuba with the hard currency and the technology it
needed to support the economy. Now the Cuban
government relies on foreign investment for such
purposes. However, Cubans fear becoming once
again overly dependent on any one country or sector.

We went to bed one night and when we woke up, the
Soviet Union was not there anymore and we had to
begin all over again. The same thing had occurred
years before with the United States. This is not going
to happen again to us.12

If the Cuban government has shown firm commit-
ment to anything since the beginning of the econom-
ic crisis, it has been to attracting investors from as
many countries as possible to bring their dollars to
Cuba. Different sources suggest that foreign invest-
ment agreements for around 2 billion U.S. dollars—
up to the year 2005—have been signed between the
Cuban government and investors from over 15 coun-
tries, including Australia, Canada, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Israel, Italy, Mexico, Spain and others.

Originally, the government intended to attract for-
eign investment only in tourism; this was seen as the
safest way to keep the capitalist exercise limited to a
peripheral activity. Reality though, forced Cuba to
open other sectors to private capital in the search for
new technologies and hard currency. The most wide-
ly opened sectors behind tourism are: agriculture
(mainly tobacco and citrus), mining (nickel, lead,

12. Conversation with the Minister of Basic Industry, 1995.
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gold and chrome), oil and coal, telecommunications
and textiles.

Cuba has signed investment protection agreements
with most investor countries guaranteeing equal
treatment, abstention from nationalization, and the
right to repatriate profits and capital. With the objec-
tive of attracting more private capital, the new for-
eign investment law, enacted in September 1995, al-
lows 100 percent private ownership. It also permits
investment in real estate and the creation of free trade
and export manufacturing zones.

Discussions in the National Assembly over the For-
eign Investment Law were heated. The two most
controversial features of the bill were: a) allowing
Cuban exiles to invest in Cuba with the same rights
as other foreign investors; and b) allowing foreign
companies to hire employees directly. Only the
former was approved.

The system may change in the future in response to
the growing criticism from abroad. Except in special
free trade zones, foreign companies can only hire Cu-
ban workers through a government agency,
ACOREC, which assigns workers according to the
individual qualifications and also keeps the dollar sal-
ary, paying the employees in pesos. Since the official
exchange rate is still one peso per U.S. dollar, work-
ers consider this policy sheer robbery. They would
not mind paying the 20 percent tax that the govern-
ment has instituted if they could exchange their dol-
lars at the unofficial exchange rate. Because they can-
not, workers consider the income tax an insult to
injury, especially after the government opened ex-
change houses where they were allowed to buy back
their dollars, but at the unofficial (much higher) ex-
change rate.

The impact of the Helms-Burton Act has yet to be
seen. Cuban officials are expecting a slowdown in
foreign investment, especially for the second semester
of 1996.

Solving the Fiscal Problem: More Taxes and Less 
Subsidies

The recent fiscal reform has also been highly contro-
versial. Reductions in the fiscal deficit required the
introduction of some very unpopular measures. The
fiscal gap was reduced from 40 percent of GDP in
1993 to 12 percent in 1994 and 9 percent in 1995.
In order to obtain these results, the government had
to widen its sources of income and at the same time
reduce expenditures, especially subsidies and salaries.

• On the income side, taxes were increased by 24
percent. A new income tax was imposed on the
self-employed, farmers and cooperative mem-
bers. There was an substantial increase in prices
of some goods and services such as tobacco, li-
quor, electricity,13 transportation, gas and mail
services, among others.

• On the expenditures side, there was a reduction
of nine percent, achieved by a major cut in the
size of the central government: 15 ministries
were eliminated and many subsidies in education
and health were reduced. A social security contri-
bution of up to 12 percent of wages was intro-
duced in early 1995 to pay for the country’s fi-
nancially onerous pensions.

These policies were the subject of contentious debate
at the National Assembly. Tax reforms were particu-
larly hard to accept. Almost 30 years after Cuba abol-
ished personal income taxes as irrelevant to a com-
munist society, confusion reigns over what its re-
adoption really means:

we had the money to do what we did, we even had
the money to subsidize those who got used to subsi-
dies, but under the current situation, we cannot es-
cape the need to impose taxes, a policy which is also
oriented to clean up our internal finances.14

It took more than two years for the members of the
National Assembly to agree on the need to reinstate
taxes. The debate, long known to capitalist societies,

13. Ninety percent of Cuban households have electricity. The price increase has only affected 50 percent of the households for con-
sumption in excess of 100 kwh per month.

14. Ricardo Alarcón, President of the National Assembly.
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is still in its infancy in Cuba. The reforms adopted to
date are not enough, and there is an agreement
among some high Cuban government officials that a
more comprehensive tax reform is needed in the fu-
ture. It is obvious that the political viability of this
policy will depend on the development of a profit-
able private sector. The size to which this private sec-
tor should be allowed to grow is also a source of
debate.

The Small Scale Cuban Entrepreneur:
Political Challenge and Economic Hope

Since 1990, the Cuban government has constantly
emphasized the significance of foreign investment in
stimulating the economy and in accessing dearly-
needed hard currency. Big corporations, mainly joint
ventures between foreign investors—including Cu-
bans in exile—and the government, are doing busi-
ness on the island. But local Cubans are not allowed
to do so because their businesses are limited by law to
the very small scale.

The Self-Employed—Conflicting Objectives from
the Government Perspective: Part of the success in
the arena of fiscal policy has been the reduction of
the deficit by decreasing expenditures, cutting costs,
and decentralizing and reducing the size of the cen-
tral government. By allowing self-employment, the
government has provided job opportunities to those
laid off from public enterprises. According to some
estimates, close to one million people out of the total
work force of four million must be laid off in order
for state enterprises to become efficient. Ricardo
Alarcón, president of the National Assembly, said
that expanding self-employment was the “logical so-
lution to unemployment.” The second objective, less
politically correct and also less publicized, is to incor-
porate more Cubans into the dollar economy. In-
creasing tensions between the dollar and the peso
economy have led to social discontent and frustra-
tion. While doctors, members of the armed forces,
and educators wonder why they are earning 20 times
less than the self-employed, the government tries to
find ways to close the uncomfortable gap. The policy
thus far has been to expand the number of services
and activities authorized to be offered by the self-em-
ployed. Finally, the legalization of self-employment

also has the objective of increasing fiscal income by
widening the tax base. 

In other words, the change in government policy to-
wards the self-employed in Cuba is driven by three
elements: a) the increase in the number of workers
who are and will be unemployed; b) the need to
bridge the growing inequalities between the peso and
the dollar economy by providing dollars to those who
can earn them; and c) the need to increase fiscal reve-
nues. This last objective is being achieved by not only
expanding the number of self-employed but also by
introducing a highly controversial tax reform. Unfor-
tunately, increasing tax rates limit the government’s
ability to address the first two factors, and the num-
ber of self-employed workers is shrinking for the first
time. 

The Expansion and Contraction of Self-Employ-
ment: According to different sources, there were be-
tween 110,000 and 160,000 self-employed workers
in Cuba by December 1994. Pedro Ross, President
of the Confederation of Cuban Workers, said that
out of the 2.2 million persons employed by public
enterprises, 500,000 could be “pushed out of their
jobs and encouraged to become self-employed.” Fur-
ther, around 80,000 Cubans who join the labor force
every year will consider self-employment as an op-
tion. By the end of 1995, the number of Cubans
with self-employment permits reached approximately
208,000 workers, over 5 percent of the island’s labor
force of four million. Also, according to some official
estimates, another 200,000 persons are working in
similar activities but without licenses.
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In June 1996, the Government authorized 40 new
occupations for self-employment but increased the
monthly flat fee that it charges for carrying out each
occupation. The schedule of fees, which when estab-
lished in 1993 ranged from zero (exempted or free)
to a maximum of eighty pesos per month, changed to
a new range of from ten to four hundred pesos per
month. The most successful activities have been
taxed with the highest fees. Also, university
graduates—previously banned from participating in
any activity as self-employed—have been recently al-
lowed to do so. Unfortunately, they are restricted to
the 157 legalized activities and may not be self-em-
ployed in their field. This new decision is an attempt
to alleviate the increasing discontent of some of the
traditional elite who feel unjustly left out.

After an impressive initial boom, the number of self-
employed workers has stagnated and even decreased
as a consequence of the introduction of new taxes.
Official figures show that the number of self-em-
ployed workers fell from 208,000 in December 1995
to 200, 000 in June 1996. In fact, these small entre-
preneurs have been suffocated by mountains of regu-
lations which define in incredible detail exactly what
they can and cannot do. In December 1994, artisan
markets were created in order to allow the sale of a
variety of “light manufactures” and artisan goods.
Cubans can charge in pesos or dollars for these goods
and services. Some professions such as health and ed-
ucational services have been excluded because they
are intensive in a form of human capital—nurses,
doctors and professors—that has been traditionally
provided by the State. The government’s justification
for excluding these fields is that these professionals
have a duty to pay back to society what the system
has invested in their education. 

The introduction of a tax reform is perceived by this
small, emerging private sector as another manifesta-
tion of the government obsession with control.
“Now all the self-employed workers will have to pay
taxes. We are not working for the rich,” said Castro
to the National Assembly in December 1995. But in

spite of Castro’s words, the decrease in the number of
self-employed has alarmed Cuban officials. Afraid of
having gone to far with the controls, they are easing
them in practice and have not been enforcing them
as rigidly as before.

The debate—loosening political control in ex-
change for what?: In spite of the ongoing ideological
debate over the ideal size of the private sector and the
increasing suspicion of some communist leaders, the
regulatory body has been relaxed.15 More people are
allowed to enter the system and the authorized activ-
ities have been expanded. 

The New Constituency in Favor of the Reforms: A
View from the Streets: Though not yet the majority,
there is an increasing number of Cubans engaged in
economic activities that did not even exist three years
ago. According to government officials, there are ap-
proximately 500,000 Cubans working in activities
related to self-employment activity. Another half
million are receiving dollar incentives from the big
government enterprises and thousands are earning
dollars in activities related with the tourism industry.
They all represent a growing constituency for the re-
forms. Furthermore, the huge spread between the of-
ficial and unofficial exchange rate is pushing the gov-
ernment to incorporate more Cubans into the dollar
economy.

15. Law-decree 141 of September 8, 1993 and the Regulations for the Exercise of Self-Employment of 18 April 1996.

Table 3. Selected Authorized Activities for 
Self-employment: Monthly Flat 
Fee in Cuban Pesos

Activity 1993 1996
Artisan 45 200
Taxi driver 40 100
Home restaurant not authorized 400
Food and beverage stand not authorized 200
Shoe producer/seller 45 200
Art restorer not authorized 100
Baby sitting 0 10
Tax collector non existent 40
Plumber 40 80
Electrician 45 45
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The structure of the Cuban economy has undergone
a transformation which guarantees a period of
growth. Nevertheless, the dual nature—a dollar and
a peso economy—of this structure is generating so-
cial tensions and growing inequalities.

For an egalitarian society pounded flat by socialism
for over 35 years, accepting the inequalities that
come with capitalism is difficult. Small scale entre-
preneurs are engaged in a wide range of authorized
activities. Trapped between socialism and capitalism,
this new breed is doing wonders to make a profit in
spite of the restrictions and distortions imposed by
the socialist logic. These structural limitations—in
frank contradiction with the entrepreneurial spirit—
are nearly ubiquitous in the regulations for the pri-
vate sector. Among other restrictions to eventual
growth the following are the most critical:

a. The total lack of access to bank credit;

b. The illegality of hiring other workers;

c. The lack of a legal way to buy the required sup-

plies;

d. The prohibition of the use of intermediaries;

e. Very high income tax rates.

All of these bottlenecks will have to be resolved in the

near future. Further reforms must tackle the current

restrictions, since they are badly needed for the pri-

vate sector to grow. And this time around, the good

health of the government depends on the survival of

the entrepreneur.

THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY, DECEMBER 28, 1993 DEBATE
OVER THE LEGALIZATION OF SELF-EMPLOYED WORKERS

Arguments against:
Profiteering:

• “People will be selling at high prices what has
been produced by others.”

• “People will be selling products and services
with subsidized inputs (gasoline or flour) or
with stolen supplies from state enterprises.”

“Small businesses will not take us anywhere. It
would have been better to create cooperatives.” Fi-
del disagreed, reminding the Assembly of the nega-
tive experiences of some cooperatives in the Soviet
Union: “We cannot turn everything into coopera-
tives,” he said.

“It may become such an attractive job alternative
that it may compete and create labor shortages for
the State enterprises.”

“It can generate deformations in the system. Mi-
nuscule businesses are not the answer, this not so-
cialism and is not big capitalism either.” 

“Many people outside Cuba would want us to have
their democracy and their capitalism. The problem

is that they want us to copy the way poor countries
have them.”

Arguments in Favor:
• It is a complement to the State.

• It is a good job alternative for the unemployed.

• It will satisfy the needs and will supply the
goods and services that are not provided by the
State.

• The government gains control by legalizing
and regulating widespread illegal activities. For
example, “there are hundreds of illegal food
vendors in spite of the prohibitions.”

• The State can collect taxes: “Now we have the
worst situation: there are illegal activities ev-
erywhere and the State is not benefiting from
them.”

• “It is a popular decree; people like it. It would
be very sad if the members of the National As-
sembly who are supposed to represent the peo-
ple decide against something that the people
want.”
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CONCLUSIONS

In spite of previous setbacks in Cuba’s reform at-
tempts, this time around the Cuban private sector is
here to stay. Without the generosity of the Soviet
Union, there is no choice left for Cuba but to be-
come more efficient and to insert itself into the inter-
national system. 

In contrast with earlier attempts at reform—which
were reversed with ideological rhetoric and Soviet
help—the reforms of the 1990s are sustained by a
growing constituency, both foreign and local, with
market oriented objectives. This constituency, in
contrast with the former experiences, continues to
push the reforms forward toward greater liberaliza-
tion. The government, on the other hand, cannot
survive without the dollars and the taxes provided by
this emerging private sector. 

The Cuban government is committed to Marxism
and also to preserving the egalitarian society which
was forged by almost four decades of socialism. In
such efforts, important reforms such as foreign ex-
change unification, have been delayed in order to
mitigate their negative social impact. Paradoxically,
in spite of all these efforts, Cuba’s social tensions
have increased and political discontent exacerbated.
The coexistence of two exchange rates has caused
enormous distortions, making those earning dollars
significantly richer than those trapped in the stagnant
peso economy.

The self-employed, the owners of the paladares, the
farmers, and the artisans are leaping at the opportu-
nities with the hope of a better life. Others, like doc-
tors, educators, scientists, and artists, who have sacri-
ficed years climbing up the traditional socialist
ladder, feel unjustly left behind. 

VIGNETTES FROM HAVANA: THE INCREASING SOCIAL TENSION

For Clara, opening a small restaurant in her tiny
house facing the Havana “Malecón” or seaside
boulevard, is a source of hope and dollars. She
now makes in a month with this paladar almost
ninety times what she used to earn as an accoun-
tant in a government agency. Clara observes,
“The worst is over. We were hungry and desper-
ate, things are much better now, people are happi-
er, don’t you see?” She points at a couple of Cu-
bans talking and laughing while eating rice, beans,
pork and drinking a local beer. “Finally we have
the chance to have a night out.” Sitting at other
tables, Italian, Spanish and German tourists seem
to enjoy the local cuisine.

Clara buys most of the food she needs for her
US$1.25 menu at the farmers’ markets, also legal-
ized less than a year ago. There, prices are not
controlled by the government. Like many other
Cubans, Clara enjoys the novelty of buying shoes
at the free artisans’ market, and dresses, detergent,
and olive oil in dollar specialty stores.

José Luis is 18 years old. He makes wood statues
out of pieces of mahogany he usually finds in col-
lapsed buildings. He sells them to tourists at the
artisans’ market near the Cathedral, but he does
not want to study art. He wants to be “impor-
tant,” he wants to be a doctor. His excellent
grades in high school have almost guaranteed him
access to medical school next year: “I still have to
do very well on the admission tests. You know, to
be a doctor, you need to be the best.” José Luis
makes around US$200 a month selling statues,
much more than the salary of a medical doctor.

Antonio, 34, is a medical doctor. He is a revolu-
tionary. He fought in Angola. He is frustrated
and depressed. “The situation gets worse every
day. How can the owner of a paladar or a waiter
make more money than a neurosurgeon,” he asks
me while shamefully accepting a present for his
eight year old girl. “All these years have been a
waste,” he continues, “teenage prostitution, beg-
gars on the streets ... we did not have that before,
this is not socialism, it is not worth the sacrifice
anymore.” 
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OPPORTUNITIES AND RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SMALL ENTREPRENEUR: 
A CONVERSATION AT A FARMER’S MARKET

Supply and demand are the first words you hear
upon entering a Havana free market. There is no
electricity, poor ventilation, no fans and no refrig-
eration. But under the hot sun at 35 degrees, Cu-
bans buy and sell pork, ham sausages, goats, live
hens, vegetables and fruits. “The price of pork is
now 28 pesos but, you know, it all depends on the
supply and demand.”

Jorge was a medical student and he is now a repre-
sentante; he got a license to sell at the market. He is
eager to explain that he does not buy the meat
from the farmers, he sells it for them and they share
the profits. Pedro is the farmer. He has always
worked at the farm. He is 55 years old and is afraid
and ashamed to speak. He raises pork. He has al-
ways worked the land—he was 10 years old when
his father got the piece of land he still works on.
He does not sell to the consumer; his responsibility
is to slaughter the animals and to transport them
from the farm to the market by truck. “I pay the
owner of the truck; he also has a license; he also has
to pay taxes.” The owner of the truck is also self-
employed and his job is to transport pork and oth-
er products to the market. He got the truck by
trading his old car to a friend working in a cooper-
ative.

The farmer refuses to say how much money he is
making. Profit is not a popular word in Cuba these
days. The cuenta propias or no asalariados are being
harshly criticized by those who earn salaries in pe-
sos as selfish and unscrupulous. The farmer insists
that he does not do the selling. It is Jorge, a thin
but muscular 20 year old with inquisitive eyes who
does the selling “and the cutting, so what?” He
learned to cut meat from an uncle, and he carries a
bag with his utensils: three big knives, a huge
sharpener, and a glove made out of a kind of steel
thread for his left hand, so he does not get hurt. He
does the cutting with great skill. Jorge was a medi-
cal student until he decided to quit and become a

farmer’s agent (representante). He cuts meat and
deals with the clients, and he is responsible for the
pricing and sale of the meat. He pays the taxes and
the rent; he is also “in charge of the numbers” and
uses a calculator all the time. “I quit medical school
because the state does not have a job to offer me
that would be sufficient to have a decent life.” He
is sick and tired of paying taxes to the government.
“I might have to go out of business soon because
taxes are too high, they do not know what they are
doing.” Jorge has to pay five percent of his daily
sales in taxes, plus 200 pesos a month, 125 pesos
per day for the rent of the stand, and an annual tax,
which they do not know yet how much it will be.
But Jorge’s greed has its limits: when an elderly
woman asks for the price of the pork chops and
complains, he gives her a pound for free: “don’t
worry compañera, I know the way you feel. My
mother is also retired and cannot afford these pric-
es.”

Jorge is the representante, a new word allowed by
the government to avoid the use of the word inter-
mediary, or middle man, which carries a stigma
from former attempts at liberalization. The repre-
sentante sells and pays the farmer his share, 20 pe-
sos per pound, of what they sold during the day.
What is not sold and uncut, the farmer takes away.
The unsold cut meat is the risk run by the represen-
tante. Jorge works 12 hours a day, 7 days a week,
and says he would like to make more money and
get married someday. He lives with his mother
who is not working anymore; she is retired and gets
120 pesos a month (US $4) for her pension. Life is
tough, very tough, but Jorge sings a well known
Mexican song: “con dinero y sin dinero hago siem-
pre lo que quiero” (with money or with out it, I do
what I please). I push him by continuing the song
“y mi palabra es la ley” (and my word is the law).
He laughs and says “that part I leave to Fidel.”
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In order to ease this increasing tension, the govern-
ment has been steadily expanding the areas where
private activities are allowed: the more Cubans that
have access to dollars, the better. This government
objective though, is being limited by significant bot-
tlenecks that restrict the growth of the private econo-
my. New reforms can be expected in these areas in
the future. The most sorely needed changes are the
following: the unification of the exchange rate, the
liberalization of the supply market for the self-em-
ployed, the creation of small and medium size enter-
prises, bank reform (to permit the financing of small
businesses and access to credit), and a labor reform
legalizing the hiring of non-family employees.

Thanks to the reforms introduced to date, the Cuban
economy has touched bottom. It is now growing and
will continue to grow. After coping with the crisis,
Cubans face the daunting task of managing growth.
In the midst of great economic distortions, the prin-
cipal challenge ahead is to resolve the increasing so-
cial tensions that accompany them. 

The achievements of the old system are eroding,
while the benefits of the reforms are timidly emerg-
ing through the cracks of socialism. This fragile equi-
librium is driving more reform and liberalization.
How fast Cuba will proceed and what shape its
emerging economic system will take is still a puzzle
for all.


